Greetings!

We are very pleased to announce Dr. Venu Julapalli as a speaker at BRI's 2017 5th Annual Leadership Conference in St. Louis.

Dr. Venu Julapalli is a gastroenterologist and founder of Integral Gastroenterology Center. Inspired by the works of Ken Wilber, he started his practice in 2005 with a passion to bring an integral approach to patient care, and today it is one of the first fully direct-care, third-party-free GI practices in the nation.

Dr. Julapalli was a featured speaker at last year's BRI Leadership Conference at American Enterprise Institute in Washington, DC, delivering a talk entitled "Death of Eros: The real crisis in medicine."

We are thrilled to bring him back to BRI's 5th Annual Leadership Conference this year.

Author of Unique Self Medicine and Health 3.0, a movement to renew the future of medicine and health care through uniqueness, Dr. Julapalli also co-founded Conscious Medicine, a well-being program that integrates conventional with nonconventional medicine. Dr. Julapalli is incoming president of United Physician and Surgeons of America, which founded Let My Doctor Practice, a movement to restore the practice of health care to those who actually
Venu proudly serves on the Board of Directors of the Center for Integral Wisdom, an activist think-tank whose mission is to evolve the source code of human existence. Led by a team of spiritual luminaries, business leaders, authors, and activists, the Center for Integral Wisdom aims to advance the leading edge of spirituality, psychology, and the sciences around the world.

**2017 Leadership Conference**

**What can you do?**

If you're a **medical student** interested in preserving the patient-doctor relationship and healthcare freedom, please check out BRI's upcoming conference and see if it appropriate to apply to attend on a scholarship.

*We are limiting attendance to 40 students this year. Spaces are filling fast!*

If you're not a medical student, but you are interested in supporting the conference, please click on the link below and make as generous a contribution as you can. Every $1,000 gets another student to the conference to hear amazing speakers like Dr. George, and become inspired to get involved in transforming healthcare policy.

**Yes! I want to support the conference!**

Stay tuned for more speaker updates!
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